2020–21 Season NWBA Promotional Offer

As a proud partner of the NWBA, Molten USA is extending the following discount pricing exclusively to NWBA members!

* Offer valid on BG4500 and BG3800 series products, while supplies last, shipping not included.

Official Ball of the NWBA

**BG4500 Series**
Composite Basketball

MSRP $49.98
NWBA Price: $45.00*

FIBA Approved official 12 panel, 2-tone design, Composite cover, Nylon wound, Butyl bladder, Available in official size 7 (B7G4500) and intermediate/women’s size 6 (B6G4500), 2-year warranty.

• BUY 5, GET 1 FREE! •

**BG3800 Series**
Indoor/Outdoor Basketball

MSRP $49.98
NWBA Price: $25.00*

FIBA Approved official 12 panel, 2-tone design, Indoor / Outdoor synthetic cover, Butyl bladder, Available in official size 7 (B7G3800), intermediate size 6 (B6G3800), and junior size 5/prep ball (B5G3800), 1-year warranty.

• BUY 5, GET 1 FREE! •

**BGRX5**
Rubber Basketball

MSRP $17.98
NWBA Price: $10.00*

Replica 12 panel design in new colors, Indoor/Outdoor rubber cover, Available in official size 7 (BGRX7), intermediate size 6* (BGRX6) & junior size 5* (BGRX5), 1-year warranty.

For more information or to order, please contact:
Stefanie Goettsche - stef@moltenusa.com
Molten USA, Inc.
1170 Trademark Dr, Suite 109
Reno, NV 89521
(800) 477-1994 x209
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BAGS

MBB
MSRP $22.98
NWBA Price: $20.00*
Rectangular nylon ball bag, Holds up to 6 inflated official size basketballs, Adjustable shoulder strap.

1BB-G
MSRP $12.98
NWBA Price: $10.00*
Durable single ball bag with clip, Holds one inflated official size basketball.

WHISTLES

BLAZZA Whistle
MSRP $59.98
NWBA Price: $40.00*
For basketball and other indoor sports, Features hybrid structure of titanium and plastic for durability, Produces a thick, clear-cut tone that instantly stops the game.

Dolfin-B Whistle
MSRP $15.98
NWBA Price: $10.00*
Strong immediate sound with a rich, sharp, and high pitch, durable mouthpiece with polycarbonate vertical rib, Pea-less, Great for active referees and coaches.

Deluxe Whistle
MSRP $9.98
NWBA Price: $5.00*
Pea-less whistle, Includes adjustable lanyard, Great for referees or coaches, Available in black or white.

COACHING ACCESSORIES

Strategy Board
MSRP $59.98
NWBA Price: $25.00*
A must for elite coaches, Both sides are magnetic dry-erase whiteboards, Includes dry-wipe pens, erasers, magnetic colored team pieces and carry bag.

Hand Pump
MSRP $19.98
NWBA Price: $10.00*
Comfortable grip for fast inflation, Includes flex hose to prevent broken needles, 1 standard needle included, Great for all inflatable products.

Pressure Gauge
MSRP $19.98
NWBA Price: $10.00*
Standard issue pressure gauge with a built-in release valve ideal for any sport, Packaged for retail.

For more information or to order, please contact:
Stefanie Goettsche - stef@moltenusa.com

Molten USA, Inc.
1170 Trademark Dr, Suite 109
Reno, NV 89521
(800) 477-1994 x209
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